
HIGH SPEED AUTO PUNCHES

DocuPunch Automatic Punch 
This versatile, ergonomically designed time-saver offers hands-free low to mid-
volume punching of pre-collated books, presentations, reports, even tabbed 
sheets, in virtually any size from 5-½”x 5-½” up to 13”x12”, in a free-standing 
unit that makes quick, light work of your diverse punching needs. Simply load 
the tray, push a button and walk away. The DocuPunch® accurately punches 
a wide range of materials and sizes, operated by a simple touch key control 
panel featuring positive sheet pickup and 3-sided punching registration. With 
speeds of up to 30,000 sheets per hour, a wide assortment of die patterns 
available, and super fast changeover times, the DocuPunch® is the perfect 
companion to mid volume plastic comb, wire-o and plastic coil document 
fi nishing solutions in central reproduction depart ments and digital/on-demand 
printers where effi ciency and productivity are a must. With an incredibly small 
footprint and heavy-duty casters, the DocuPunch® is as easy to use as an 
offi ce photocopier. Quiet 110v Single Phase 60 Hz. No air required.

AlphaDoc Automatic Punch
Provides large volume hands-free pre-collated punching. The remarkable 
ALPHA-DOC® combines the versatility and ease of an offi ce machine with 
the speed and effi ciency of an automatic punch -- for perfect holes every time. 
Simply load the tray, push a button and walk away for hands-free punching of 
pre-collated books, presentations, proposals, reports...and even tabbed sheets 
pre-collated into the fi nished sets (tabs must have minimum ¼” shoulder). The 
ALPHA-DOC® punches a wide variety of material in virtually any size from 5½” 
x 5½” up to 13” x 13” (including mixed stocks from 16 lb. bond to 110 lb. index). 
Our simplifi ed paper path and unique turnover device with receding stacker 
provide low waste and assures that pages are kept in perfect pre-collated order. 
With speeds of up to 48,000 sheets per hour, a wide assortment of die patterns 
available, and super fast changeover times, the ALPHA-DOC® will ‘punch-up’ 
your document binding productivity without ‘punching holes’ in your document 
fi nishing budget. Large selection of hardened steel punch dies available. Caster 
wheels allow quick and easy machine placement. Quiet 110v single phase 60 
Hz. No air required.
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Lhermite EX380 Automatic Punch
Punches up to one million sheets of 8½” x 11” paper in just one 8 hour 
shift. Running at up to 8,400 cycles per hour, it is the fastest punch on the 
market. With a maximum punching width of 15”, the EX380 will punch an 
incredible variety of holes for Wire-O®, UniCoil®, spiral, VeloBind® or loose-
leaf document fi nishing, and has the power to punch virtually any type of 
stock and material. Punches preprinted collated documents with or without 
mixed stocks. Optional attachment to punch tabs collated into fi nished sets. 
Tabs must have a minimum ¼” shoulder. Will handle a sheet sizes from a 4 
¼” (punched edge) x 3 7/8” (non punched edge) to a max size of 15” x 15”.  
Punches virtually any type of stock and material for practically any application. 
Continuous paper loading speeds productivity without stopping the machine. 
Precise Control - Automatic sheet alignment with micro adjustment. One-
direction, one-level continuous sheet control. Heavy Duty Steel Dies feature 
guide posts for perfect alignment, quick pin access, and fl anged holes to help 
clear waste. Turnover Drum keeps pre-collated document pages in perfect 
order.  220v three phase 60 Hz 20A.
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